BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER
5/1/21

Driver taken into custody on I-480 E/B and charged with OVI; transported to North Royalton
jail. Driver cited for speed on Granger Road. Report of suspicious male in parking lot of
local business; male gone on arrival; employee escorted to vehicle. Traffic accident on W.
8th and Tuxedo; drivers exchanged information.

5/2/21

Observed vehicle travelling at high rate of speed on Granger Road; driver intoxicated and
taken into custody and charged with OVI; recovered firearm and contraband in vehicle.
Driver on West 8th and Tuxedo cited for stop sign violation. Park security found house keys
on bench; keys brought to station.

5/3/21

Advised roofing solicitor on soliciting without permit. Party on station filing late accident
report regarding accident on 5/1/21.

5/4/21

Traffic stop on I-480 E/B; medical emergency; squad notified. Driver cited for speed on
Granger Road. Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 55/35 and driving under
suspension; vehicle towed. Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension,
fictitious plates and turn signal violation; vehicle towed. Driver cited on Granger Road for
speed 53/35 and driving under suspension; advised on active warrant with Brooklyn PD;
vehicle towed.

5/5/21

Driver cited on Granger Road for no driver’s license. Driver cited on Granger Road for
driving under suspension; vehicle towed. Driver cited for speed on I-480. Report of rollover accident on I-480 E/B; driver cited for failure to control. Two-car accident I-480 E/B;
driver cited for marked lanes. Client of group home walked off; located on Lancaster; squad
transported to hospital. Two-car accident I-480 E/B entrance ramp; information taken for
report; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead. Client of group home fighting with
staff and throwing things; transported by squad to hospital. Driver cited for speed 59/35
on Granger Road. Driver on Brookpark Road cited for speed 52/35; advised on headlights
and marked lanes. Report of solicitor on West 7th; gone on arrival.

5/6/21

Caller reporting possible theft of guns from residence on Van Epps; will come to station for
report. Report of illegal dumping on Van Epps; located trash in street in Cleveland;
Cleveland PD notified. Assisted Parma PD with traffic stop on Brookpark Road. Driver
cited for speed on Granger Road. Driver on I-480 E/B cited for speed 84/60. Driver on
Granger Road cited for rear illumination and improper handling of firearm in motor vehicle;
passenger cited for open container in motor vehicle.

5/7/21

Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; vehicle towed. Attempt to
locate hit/skip vehicle I-480 E/B per Brooklyn PD; unable to locate. Driver cited on I-480
E/B for speed and reckless operation. Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under
suspension and speed 63/35; vehicle towed.

5/8/21

Report of motorcycle accident I-480 E/B; driver claims hit/skip; passenger treated on scene
for leg wound; refused transport. Driver cited on Granger Road for temporary permit. Onecar accident I-480 W/B exit; vehicle struck several signs; ODOT notified. Provided mutual
aid to Valley View PD regarding accident on Granger Road. Driver cited on East Schaaf
for speed 57/35 and seat belt violation. Driver on West 8th cited for driving under
suspension, display of plates and seat belt violation.

5/9/21

Driver cited for speed on I-480. Assisted Parma PD with traffic stop on Brookpark Road.
Driver cited for driving under suspension; vehicle turned over to valid driver. Vehicle went
off roadway I-480 W/B exit at Granger Road; vehicle smoking and leaking fluid; information
taken for report. Driver cited for OVI and taken into custody; passenger cited for obstructing
official business; vehicle turned over to sober driver. One-car accident I-480 E/B; vehicle
into concrete barrier; vehicle towed; ODOT notified.

5/10/21

Report of disturbance on Tuxedo Avenue; information taken for report. Driver cited for
speed on I-480 E/B. Assisted resident on Shady Ridge with a deceased dog. Party on
station to report damage to his vehicle on I-480 W/B; information taken for report. Party
on station regarding dog being hit by vehicle on Schaaf Road; statement filed.

5/11/21

Driver cited for speed and taken into custody and charged with OVI on I-480 E/B;
transported to North Royalton jail; vehicle towed. Driver cited on Granger Road for seat
belt violation. Driver cited on Granger Road for marked lanes and turn signal violation.
Driver cited on West 10th for stop sign violation. Driver cited on I-480 E/B for speed 94/60,
no operator’s license and display of plates; vehicle towed.

5/12/21

Driver cited for stop sign violation on Mural. Two-car accident I-480 E/B; driver cited for
assured clear distance ahead; both vehicles towed. Wrong-way driver heading west in
east bound lanes on Granger Road; driver lost; turned around and on their way.

5/13/21

Report of pedestrian walking on I-480 E/B; unable to locate. Driver cited on I-480 E/B for
speed 84/60, reckless operation and open container in motor vehicle; vehicle towed; turned
over to North Olmsted PD on active warrant. Two-car motor vehicle accident I-480 W/B;
vehicle lost tire and struck vehicle travelling E/B. Driver cited for speed 57/35 on Granger
Road.

5/14/21

Driver cited for speed on Granger Road. Report of box truck on fire on Granger Road;
dispatched fire department. Party in lobby reporting damage to vehicle. Report of brush
fire on I-480 E/B; on arrival observed several vehicles driving wrong way up entrance ramp;
two drivers cited for driving on wrong side of roadway. Observed possible water main
break on Granger Road; Cleveland Water Department notified. Driver on Granger Road
cited for no driver’s license; driver transported to CCSO on their active warrant. Driver on
Granger Road cited for speed 53/35; advised on active warrant with Euclid PD.

5/15/21

Traffic stop on Brookpark Road for no visible plate; operator and passenger taken into
custody and charged with carrying concealed weapon and improper handling of firearms;
transported and booked into Strongsville jail; vehicle towed.

5/16/21

Observed mailbox in driveway of residence on Schaaf Road; mailbox struck by vehicle;
homeowner stated driver stopped and supplied information. Report of loose dog on West
8th Street; owner located. Driver cited for driving under suspension, seat belt violation,
child restraint, and operating vehicle without title; advised on warrant with Garfield Hts. PD;
vehicle turned over to valid driver. Driver on I-480 E/B cited for driving under suspension;
vehicle towed.

5/17/21

One-car accident on 176S near Brookpark; stood by for Cleveland PD. Report taken for
theft at business on Eastview. Driver cited for failing to stop for school bus. Report of two
men attempting to break into vehicles on Ventura Circle; captured on ring video. Noise
complaint on West 7th Street; unable to locate source.

5/19/21

Mutual aid with Fire Department regarding motorcycle crash in Independence 77 S/B ramp.
Report of accident, tractor-trailer vs. vehicle blocking I-480 E/B; unable to locate vehicle;
State Farm and ODOT on scene with tow enroute; stood by for traffic control; information
taken for report if needed. Two-car accident on I-480 E/B; driver cited for assured clear
distance ahead; vehicle towed. Flagged down by motorist; advised of accident on I-480
W/B; Independence PD responding; stood by for traffic control. Observed male sleeping
behind the wheel of vehicle at 17B exit; driver taken into custody and cited for OVI, BAC,
seat belt violation, obstructing intersection and drug abuse; vehicle towed; booked into
North Royalton jail.

5/20/21

Assisted Cuyahoga Heights and Newburgh Heights PD’s with pursuit/car into pole; two of
three parties detained. Report of suspicious vehicle driving up and down West 6th; area

checked; unable to locate. Information taken from party on station regarding late accident
report. Parties in park advised of park hours; will comply.
5/21/21

Motorcycle accident on I-480 E/B; driver transported to hospital; cited for no motorcycle
endorsement and reasonable control. Driver on E. Schaaf cited for speed 44/25, seat belt
violation and no operator’s license. Driver on West 5th cited for driving under suspension
and obstructed plates; advised on multiple warrants; vehicle towed. Provided mutual aid
to Independence PD for three-car accident; assisted with traffic control; transported driver
to residence in Seven Hills. Driver on I-480 E/B cited for driving under suspension; vehicle
towed; transported party to Denny’s on Rockside. Assisted party on Tuxedo Avenue with
retrieving items from residence after argument with parent. Three juveniles on station
requesting rides to their residences.

5/22/21

Six teens stealing construction cones on North Street; parents notified; cones returned.
Two-car accident I-480 W/B; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead. Removed
debris from Schaaf Road and removed loose dog from roadway; owner retrieved dog.
Semi on Dorset attempting to turn around in cul-de-sac; observed semi tearing down tree
branches and left the area; no further damaged noted. Driver cited on I-480 E/B for speed
89/60. Driver cited for speed 54/35 on Granger Road.

5/23/21

Driver cited on West 8th for driving under suspension and possession of a drug abuse
instrument. Driver cited on Granger Road for marked lanes. Vehicle in park after hours;
directions given. Motorcycle crash on I-480 E/B ramp; driver cited for reasonable control
and no motorcycle endorsement. Driver cited on Granger Road for speed, excessive
window tint and driving under suspension. Report of vehicle in ditch 176 S/B to I-480 W/B;
located in Cleveland; stood by for Cleveland PD.

5/24/21

Driver cited for speed on Granger Road. Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B. Driver cited
for speed 56/35 on Granger Road. Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under
suspension and excessive window tint. Private property accident on West 5th; information
taken for report. Driver cited for speed 57/35 on Granger Road.

5/25/21

Observed pedestrian limping on Granger Road; same crashed vehicle into ditch at 17 exit;
squad notified; refused transport; OSP on scene and took into custody for OVI; crash report
taken by officer. Loose dog on Ventura Circle; reunited with owner on Shady Ridge. Twocar accident I-480 E/B ramp; vehicle towed and driver cited for assured clear distance
ahead. Driver cited for stop sign violation West 7th.

5/26/21

Party on station reporting a hit/skip accident on I-480 E/B; unable to determine location;
referred to OSP. Driver cited for speed on Granger Road. Parma PD requesting
assistance locating vehicle involved in hit/skip; driver located on Shady Ridge; Parma PD
notified. Driver cited for obstructed plates on Granger Road. Driver cited on Van Epps for
marked lanes; advised on multiple warrants. Driver on Tuxedo cited for driving under
suspension and child restraint x 3; advised on multiple warrants; vehicle towed.

5/27/21

Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; advised on multiple warrants;
vehicle towed.

